
sofia belhouari
Actor | Model | Photographer

Hi Team! 

Sofia here! I am a photographer, model, actor, and creative producer
based in NYC. I'm a published freelance writer for B&H Photo, and have
been featured in and quoted by InStyle Magazine.

With my social media platform as a fashion/lifestyle creator, my main
focus Is to create conversations & content relating to fashion, creativity,
mental/physical health, and gluten-free living. 

My background in Camera/Video Production matched with my BFA in
Musical theatre allows me to have a hands on approach, with storytelling
from both sides of the lens. Check out my blog for more.

For collaborations, please email me at skbelhouari@gmail.com & CC
socially.sofia.bel@gmail.com. Let's get creative! 

 xoxo, 
     sofia

mailto:skbelhouari@gmail.com


sofia belhouari
Past Affiliations / Partnerships



11.6K + (15K accumulative)
Insights Past 90 Days:
Accounts Reached: 257K (+ 776%)
Accounts engaged: 4,003K
Profile visits: 32,080 
Impressions: 889,551 (+288%)
Followers Total: 11.6 K

Overall
267.3 K Impressions
42.8 K Views

Website www.sofiabelhouari.com
Sight Sessions: 1,065 ^ 88%
Unique Visitors: 872 ^ 102%

@sofiabelhouari
Insights | Analytics



modeling+



@sofiabelhouari
SHOT AT HOME | PHOTOS BY @LUCYSCHAEFFER



- Sofia Belhouari

"Now, more than ever, I believe the fashion world is
embracing beauty in all shapes and sizes... We all
deserve to feel good in what we're wearing; not for

anyone else, but ourselves."

Photographer: Tiffany Nicholson



Photo by Philosofi  & Assistant Angie Pastor

+recent social collabs
@sofiabelhouari



+ shot on iphone
@sofiabelhouari



PHOTOGRAPHY/ STYLING BY SOFIA BELHOUARI, NYC.

@PHOTOBYPHILOSOFI | CANON 5D MARK IV

EMAIL SKBELHOUARI@GMAIL.COM FOR INQUIRES 

WWW.SOFIABELHOUARI.COM



studio +



fashion +



+ home / lifestyle





+studio headshots



+ studio lifestyle



For photography inquiries visit www.sofiabelhouari.com/photobyphilosofi
@PHOTOBYPHILOSOFI | CANON 5D MARK IV 

 



"Embrace the quirks, 
not the smirks!"

Visit the Philosofi blog on my website www.sofiabelhouari.com
for all things relating to fashion week coverage, photography,
favorite lifestyle brands, creativity, and gluten-free living.

 



sofia belhouari
Actor | Model | Photographer

 
CONTACT

skbelhouari@gmail.com
socially.sofia.bel@gmail.com

 
FOLLOW

@sofiabelhouari
@photobyphilosofi

www.sofiabelhouari.com
 

REPRESENTATION
TV/FILM/THEATRE: HEADLINE TALENT AGENCY

PRINT/COMMERCIAL NYC: NON-EXCLUSIVE, BELLA AGENCY NYC, 
PRINT/COMMERCIAL KC: VOICES& Models

 

 


